Everyone is DIFFERENT

Asian Lives Matter

BLM
Disabled Lives Matter

No one is illegal on stolen land.
She/her

he/him
Stronger Together

MLM can wear a dress

Everyone BELONGS

Trans Women are Women

No freedom until we are equal.
We're all Part of the Picture
3. Everyone is different, everyone belongs.
Everybody is different. Everyone belongs.

In years another what color of life in the grave. It doesn’t matter what our gender or size, race, color, skin. Can’t you take yourself in place like the young and old, the living and the dead. The time of life, the life of time. Each one unique. Everyone belongs. Everyone belongs.
Peace to the world
Earth

Water

Fire

Just like people fire can hurt but it is here for a reason.

Just like people.
Everyone is different

But Everyone is Equal
Everyone is different, but we still love each other.
Be like a dove, show some peace.
Spread some love, show you care!
Spread your wings!
We All Have our Differences But we should still Love Each other
No matter your race, culture, state, or country you live or are from doesn't make you less different or different. Treat people the way you want to be treated.
We All Belong
No Matter Who We Are!
Diversity

Inclusion elevates because of who we all are. Everyone is different but it doesn't mean we should exclude.
"... there is only one race - the HUMAN race - and we are ALL a part of it."

-Margaret Atwood
Color is no promise
Love is a promise
Color has no love
Heart has love
Love is love
Color is nothing
Beautiful people
are love
Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.

- Hellen Keller

Diversity is the one thing we all have in common.
WE ARE EQUAL
WE ARE ALL DIFFERENT
But we are also all the same.
Equal
32
We
ARE